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(54) Universal directory service

(57) A universal directory service (UDS) provides

the communication addresses of individuals associated

with numerous different institutions, and can be

accessed via more than one communication channel. A

UDS server communicates with one or more data

sources to provide directory information to a user. The

UDS also provides supplemental information such as

FIG. 1

company name, logo, and specialty. The UDS can be

accessed via numerous communication channels

including the internet, on-line service providers, wire-

less devices, modem, dedicated access channels, voice

access via an attendant, and voice access via a speech

recognition and synthesis system.
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Description

Background of the Invention

This invention relates to directory services. More 5

particularly, this invention relates to a directory service

which provides the communication addresses of individ-

uals associated with numerous different institutions, and

which can be accessed via more than one communica-

tion channel. w
Due to the rapid growth in on-line and wireless

technology, many individuals today (especially white-

coiiar professionals) can be reached at numerous com-

munications addresses. An individual's communication

addresses may include a business telephone number, a 15

home telephone number, a fax number, a cellular tele-

phone number, a pager number, a personal reach serv-

ice number, an e-mail address, a home page URL, a

personal communications service (PCS) number, and a

secretary/reach telephone number. so

Obtaining this information for a particular individual

can be difficult and time consuming. Often, several

sources must be consulted before the desired informa-

tion is tracked down, forcing one to make repeated

attempts to locate the information. This can be time con- 25

suming and potentially costly, especially if the person is

far away or in another country. Sometimes the informa-

tion appears on business cards, but one often does not

have the necessary business card at-hand when
attempting to reach a person. Furthermore, the number 30

of ways to reach someone has become so large that

business cards have become cumbersome, awkward,

unattractive, and confusing.

Currently, there is no centralized directory service

which provides a person's numerous communications 35

addresses. Furthermore, there is no centralized direc-

tory service which provides all of the communication

addresses of individuals associated with different com-

panies. The list of phone numbers contained in local

"white pages" directories is typically limited to home and 40

front-desk business numbers. Some corporations and

universities maintain on- line directories which are

accessible via the internet. However, these directories

provide limited information such as a primary telephone

number and e-mail address. Some companies, such as 45

AT&T, maintain internal directories which can only be

accessed by employees. AT&T's internal directory pro-

vides the telephone number, FAX number, e-mail

address, and mailing address of certain individuals

associated with AT&T, among other information such as so

company organizational information and the individual's

work location and room number.

Looking for the communication addresses of indi-

viduals associated with different companies using on-

line directories maintained by corporations and other 55

institutions can be time consuming for several reasons.

First, one has to determine the e-mail address of the

particular institution where the desired information

resides. Second, such directories may not have the par-

ticular communication address one is looking for. Third,,

one is required to access a separate on-line directory

for each company, which can be tedious and time con-

suming when searching for the numbers of several indi-

viduals employed at different companies.

In view of these and other drawbacks of current

directory services, it is an object of this invention to pro-

vide a directory service that enables a user to obtain

from a centralized location the communication

addresses of individuals from numerous different insti-

tutions.

It is a more particular object of this invention to pro-

vide a directory service which provides all of the com-

munication addresses of an individual in a centralized

location.

It is a still more particular object of this invention to

provide a directory service which provides supplemen-

tal information in addition to an individual's communica-

tions addresses.

It is a further object of this invention to provide a

directory which can be accessed via numerous commu-
nication channels.

Summary of the Invention

These and other objects of the invention are

accomplished in accordance with the principles of the

invention by providing a universal directory service

CUDS") server which communicates with one or more

database servers containing directory information relat-

ing to individuals from various different companies. In a

preferred embodiment, the UDS server communicates

with (1) a local directory server containing directory

information relating to the UDS provider and additional

hosted companies, (2) on-line directory servers main-

tained by corporations from which the provider has

received proper permission to access, (3) a local data-

base server which contains directory information gath-

ered by the provider and third parties, and (4) a white

pages directory server which contains directory infor-

mation relating to private individuals.

The UDS server can be accessed via the internet,

on-line service providers, wireless communication

channels, dial-up communication channels, dedicated

communication channels, telephone connections to

attendants, and telephone connections to a voice rec-

ognition and synthesis system.

In addition to the numerous communication

addresses of an individual, the UDS server also pro-

vides supplemental information such as the type of

business the individual or company is engaged in, spe-

cialties or particular accomplishments, business hours,

prices, organizational charts, responsibilities of the indi-

vidual within the company, and maps logos, trademarks,

and other graphical images.

This invention provides a convenient, inexpensive,

and quick way for a user to obtain the communication
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addresses of someone with whom they wish to commu-

nicate. It eliminates the need to make repeated tele-

phone calls to obtain a communications address, and

the need to maintain printed directories. Furthermore,

by maintaining current communication addresses on

the UDS, one can avoid the time and expense of having

to reprint business cards whenever one's company title,

business address, or communication address changes.

This invention may also facilitate a return to the time

when business cards contained only a person's name
and company since all of a person's communications

addresses are available through the universal directory.

Further features of the invention, its nature and var-

ious advantages will be more apparent from the accom-

panying drawing and the following detailed description

of the preferred embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of preferred

apparatus for implementing a directory service in

accordance with this invention.

FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred sequence of steps for

operating the apparatus of FIG. 1 in accordance with

this invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

This invention can be used to provide the communi-

cation addresses and supplemental information of any

entity that desires to be listed on the universal directory.

Such entities include, but are not limited to, corpora-

tions, universities, colleges, non-profit organizations,

government agencies, partnerships, individuals, and

the like. Institutions and corporations are referred to for

purposes of illustration throughout this text.

In a preferred embodiment of this invention shown

in FIG. 1 , UDS server 1 0 communicates with local direc-

tory server 30, on-line corporate directory servers 32,

local database server 34, and white pages server 36.

Local directory server 30 preferably is maintained

by the UDS provider and may be located near UDS
server 10. In addition to maintaining directory informa-

tion relating to the UDS provider itself, local server 30

preferably contains directory information of hosted insti-

tutions which have contracted with the UDS provider to

maintain their directories. Thus, local server 30 prefera-

bly contains the communication addresses of individu-

als associated with both the UDS provider and hosted

institutions.

On-line corporate directory servers 32 are main-

tained by corporations or other institutions and can be

accessed via the internet. UDS server 10 communi-

cates with the on-line directory servers of those corpo-

rations and institutions that have given the universal

directory service provider proper permission to do so. In

this manner, the UDS server is able to access the direc-

tories of corporations and institutions other than those

hosted by the UDS provider.

Database server 34 preferably contains information

collected by the UDS provider. This information may be

collected from customers who have given the provider

5 permission to provide information relating to them, and

from updates provided by UDS users (discussed further

below). Such information may also be collected during

the course of ordinary business. Server 34 preferably

also includes information collected by third parties

w including subscription lists of professional and trade

journals, member lists of professional societies, alumni

lists, and other sources.

White pages server 36 preferably contains the com-
munications addresses of private individuals. With the

15 growing popularity of the internet, many individuals may
wish to have their personal e-mail address(es), home
page URL, and the like listed on the UDS. Such infor-

mation, as well as the communication addresses of

other individuals and institutions, preferably is main-

20 tained on white pages server 36. In an alternate embod-
iment (not shown), rather than providing a separate

white pages server, the communications addresses of

private individuals are stored on the local directory

server 30. This eliminates the need to maintain a sepa-

25 rate white pages directory.

In a preferred embodiment, those listed on the serv-

ice can log-on to the service at any time in order to

update their directory information. The information

maintained on the UDS is thus kept current and com-
30 plete.

In FIG. 1, local directory server 30, local database

server 34, and white pages server 36 are shown as sep-

arate from the UDS server 10. However, in alternative

embodiments (not shown), one or more of servers 30,

35 32, and 34 are maintained on the same hardware, and
controlled by the same software, as the UDS server.

UDS server 10 can be accessed via numerous
communication channels. A user having an internet

account can access server 10 via internet communica-
40 tion channel 50. A user subscribing to an on-line access

provider can access the UDS server via on-line commu-
nication channel 52. A user having a computer (such as

a laptop) capable of wireless communication can

access the UDS server via wireless communication

45 channel 54. A user having a computer with a modem
can access the UDS server using dial-up communica-
tion channel 56.

A user may also access the UDS server via a dedi-

cated communication channel. As shown in FIG. 1, the

so user is part of a local area network (LAN) having dedi-

cated communication channel 58 which communicates

with the UDS server.

A user may also access the UDS using a conven-

tional telephone. A user can phone attendant 59 operat-

55 ing a computer which communicates with the UDS
server via attendant communication channel 60. In this

case, the user tells the attendant the information he or

she is looking for and the attendant initiates a search on

3
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\he UDS. The attendant then relays the search results to

the user over the telephone.

The user can also access the UDS server by phon-

ing voice recognition and synthesis system 61. The

voice recognition system communicates with the UDS s

server via communication channel 62. The user is able

to search for information on UDS by speaking appropri-

ate commands to the voice recognition system. The

voice recognition system initiates a search on the UDS
and conveys the results to the user using a synthesized 10

or pre-recorded voice. The voice recognition system

can be implemented using voice recognition techniques

known to those skilled in the art.

The UDS server is able to provide directory infor-

mation about individuals associated with many different is

companies. This invention eliminates the need for one

to consult several different sources in order to find a par-

ticular communication address. When looking for the

communication addressees of several individuals asso-

ciated with different companies, the user need consult 20

only the UDS, rather than the directories of the separate

companies.

The UDS preferably provides ail of the communica-

tion addresses of those listed on the service. Such

addresses include, but are not limited to, a business tel- 25

ephone number, a home telephone number, a fax

number, a cellular telephone number, a pager number, a

personal reach service number, an e-mail address, a

home page URL, a personal communications service

number, a secretary/reach telephone number, and other 30

addresses. In this manner, a user can obtain any one of

an individual's communication addresses from a con-

venient, centralized source.

The UDS preferably provides supplemental infor-

mation in addition to communication addresses. Sup- 35

plemental information provided by the UDS preferably

includes, but is not limited to, the type of business the

individual or company is engaged in (e.g., a "yellow

pages" type of category), specialties or particular

accomplishments of the individual or company, busi- 40

ness hours, prices, organizational charts, responsibili-

ties of the individual within the company, and maps,

logos, trademarks, and other graphical images.

FIG. 2 shows a preferred sequence of steps for

operating the universal directory service of FIG. 1 in 45

accordance with this invention.

In step 110, user connection to the UDS server is

established via any one of communication channels 50,

52, 54, 56, 58, and 62 discussed above. When a user

accesses the UDS using attendant communication so

channel 60, the attendant carries out the steps

described below using information provided by the user,

with the exception that the attendant preferably does not

log on separately for each user, but is continuously

logged on the UDS server. The user in this case may be 55

required to provide a password or personal identification

number (PIN) for billing purposes.

In step 1 14, the user logs on to the UDS. The UDS

determines if the log-on is valid in step 1 18. It is prefer-

able to provide security step 118 so that unauthorized,

persons do have access to the UDS. For example, the

user may be required to provide a password or PIN in

order to access the UDS. If the log-on is invalid, the user

is disconnected in step 122. It is preferable to permit the

user to attempt to log-on more than once before discon-

necting the user at step 122, in order to allow the user to

correct errors made when entering a password for

example.

If the log-on is valid, the UDS presents a query form

to the user in step 126. The query form enables the user

to input information identifying the individual of interest.

In general, any known technique for specifying identify-

ing information when searching a database can be used

at this step. Many such techniques are known to those

skilled in the art. In a preferred embodiment, the user is

prompted to input a field of parameters. For example, a

field may consist of the name of the individual, the com-

pany the individual is associated with, and the state in

which the company is located. Other fields specifying

more information may be used in accordance with this

invention.

The query form preferably appears on the display

screen of the user's computer, or on the display screen

of the attendant's computer when accessing the UDS
via a telephone attendant. When accessing the UDS via

the voice recognition and synthesis system, the system

preferably communicates using simulated or pre-

recorded speech, while the user simply speaks to the

system.

The UDS preferably allows the user to search using

incomplete identifying information. The user preferably

can specify a unknown field parameter using an appro-

priate signal. This can be done, for example, by leaving

one of the field parameters blank. The user preferably

can specify unknown characters using an appropriate

character. This can be done, for example, by substitut-

ing an asterisk for the unknown character. The user

preferably can specify boolean combinations of identify-

ing information using the logical operators AND, OR,

NOT, and the like.

In step 130, the user transmits the identifying infor-

mation to the UDS server.

In step 134, the UDS server receives the identifying

information specified by the user, and determines which

of servers 30, 32, and 34 to query. This is done in order

to eliminate from the search those servers which do not

contain the desired information, thereby conserving

computing resources, and increasing the speed of the

search process. Techniques for accomplishing this step

are well known to those skilled in the art.

In step 138, the UDS server transmits a query to

each of the servers which it found appropriate at step

134. The UDS server accesses each server using its

own protocol. On-line Corporate servers 32, in particu-

lar, may have different access protocols. If any of the

servers are implemented on the same hardware and

4
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software as the UDS server, the query preferably is

transmitted within the software.

In step 1 42, the UDS server receives the responses

from each of the queried servers. The UDS server ana-

lyzes these responses in order to discard information 5

that does not match the identifying information provided

by the user. Techniques for carrying out this process are

well known to those skilled in the art.

In step 146, the UDS server determines if the

number of listings matching the identifying information 10

provided by the user is excessive. If the number is

excessive, the server prompts the user to input addi-

tional identifying information. It may be necessary to

repeat this step in some instances in order to reduce the

responses to a useful number. If the user is unable to is

reduce the number of responses by specifying addi-

tional information, the user preferably is given the option

of terminating the search or receiving ail of the informa-

tion, if practical.

In step 1 50, the UDS server transmits the response 20

or responses to the user. The responses can be format-

ted in any known manner. For example, they can be
arranged in alphabetical order, or in order of estimated

accuracy. Techniques for estimating the accuracy of the

responses are well known in the art. 25

In step 154, after transmitting the responses to the

user, the UDS server permits the user to modify the

search. The user can, for example, specify additional

identifying information.

If the user chooses to modify the search, the UDS 30

server re-analyzes the responses of the previous

search (or initiates a new search if necessary) in step

158.

On the other hand, if the user does not want to

modify the search or begin a new search, the search 35

session is terminated at step 162. A billing record pref-

erably is produced at this point if usage-based pricing is

in effect for the user. Some users may receive access
for a flat rate which does not depend on the number of

searches carried out or the amount of time logged on to 40

the server. In this case, preferably no billing record is

produced at the end of the session.

In an alternative embodiment (not shown), informa-

tion is provided to the user in two stages in step 150.

Rather than providing ail of the directory information at 45

once, the UDS first transmits the communication

addresses of the matching responses. Then, upon the

user's request, the corresponding supplemental infor-

mation is transmitted to the user. Such a two-stage

process is useful if the UDS provider desires to imple- so

ment a two-tiered billing system in which the user is

charged an additional fee to receive the supplemental

information.

In another alternative embodiment (not shown), a
user accessing the UDS via a computer can dial a dis- 55

played phone number simply by clicking on an appropri-

ate icon within the display screen of the computer. In

this embodiment, the user's telephone is coupled to the

computer so that the computer causes the telephone to

dial the selected number.

It will be clear to those skilled in the art that the UDS
server can be programmed to perform the above steps

using known programming techniques. It will also be
clear to those skilled in the art that software for access-
ing the UDS server in accordance with this invention

can be provided using known programming techniques.

Thus, a universal directory service which provides

the communication addresses of individuals associated

with numerous different institutions, and which can be
accessed via more than one communication channel
has been described. Those skilled in the art will appre-

ciate that the invention can be practiced in other than

the described embodiments, which are presented for

purposes of illustration and not of limitation.

Claims

1. A method of operating a directory service in order

to provide directory information to a user of said

directory service

CHARACTERIZED BY the steps of:

providing a plurality of communication chan-

nels for accessing said directory service;

receiving identifying information relating to an
individual via one of said communication chan-

nels;

searching at least one data source using said

identifying information in order to retrieve direc-

tory information relating to said individual,

wherein said at least one data source contains

information relating to a plurality of individuals

listed on the directory service, and said plural-

ity of individuals are associated with different

entities; and

transmitting said directory information relating

to said individual to the user via said one of

said communication channels.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step oftsearch-

ing at least one data source comprises transmitting

a query to at least one server.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of trans-

mitting a query to at least one server comprises

transmitting a query to each of a local directory

server, an on-line corporate server, a local data-

base server, and a white pages server.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein said at least one
server comprises a local directory server.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein said local directory

server includes directory information relating to the

directory provider and institutions hosted by the

directory provider.

5
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6.
' The method of claim 2 wherein said at least one

server comprises an on-line corporate server.

7. The method of claim 2 wherein said at least one

server comprises a local database server. 5

8. The method of claim 2 wherein said at least one

server comprises a white pages server.

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising, before 10

said searching step, the step of processing said

identifying information in order to identify at least

one of a plurality of data sources as appropriate for

searching, and wherein said searching step com-

prises: 15

searching said identified at least one of said

plurality of data sources using said identifying

information in order to retrieve directory infor-

mation relating to said individual. 20

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step

of permitting said plurality of individuals listed on

the directory service to update their directory infor-

mation. 25

11. The method of claim 1 wherein said different enti-

ties comprise corporations, institutions, individuals,

and universities.

30

12. The method of claim 1 wherein said directory infor-

mation comprises a plurality of communication of

addresses.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein said directory 35

information further comprises supplemental infor-

mation.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein said supplemental

information comprises a type of business, a spe- 40

cialty, business hours, prices, an organizational

chart, a map, and a logo.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein said a plurality of

communication channels comprise an internet 45

communication channel, an on-line service provider

communication channel, a wireless communication

channel, a dedicated communication channel, and

an attendant communication channel, and a

speech recognition and synthesis system commu- 50

nication channel.

16. A directory service for providing directory informa-

tion to a user of said service comprising:

55

a server;

CHARACTERIZED BY:

a plurality of communication channels for

10

accessing said server; and

at least one data source which communicates-

with said server, and which contains informa-

tion relating to a plurality of individuals listed on

the directory service, said plurality of individu-

als being associated with different entities, and

wherein:

when identifying information relating to an indi-

vidual is received by said server from the user

via one of said plurality of communication

channels, said server searches at least one of

said at least one data source using said identi-

fying information in order to retrieve directory

information relating to said individual, and then

transmits said directory information relating to

said individual to the user via said one of said

communication channels.

17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said server

searches at least one of said at least one data

source by transmitting a query to at least one data

server when identifying information is received by

said server from the user via one of said plurality of

communication channels.

1 8. The apparatus of claim 1 7 wherein said at least one

data server comprises a local directory server.

19. The apparatus of claim 18 wherein said local direc-

tory server includes directory information relating to

the directory provider and institutions hosted by the

directory provider.

20. The apparatus of claim 1 7 wherein said at least one

data server comprises a corporate on-line server.

21 . The apparatus of claim 1 7 wherein said at least one

data server comprises a local database server.

22. The apparatus of claim 1 7 wherein said at least one

data server comprises a white pages server.

23. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said server

transmits a query to each of a local directory server,

a corporate on-line server, a local database server,

and a white pages server when identifying informa-

tion is received by said server from the user via one

of said plurality of communication channels.

24. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said different

entities comprise corporations, institutions, individ-

uals, and universities.

25. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said directory

information comprises a plurality of communication

addresses.

26. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said directory

EP 0 823 809 A2
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information further comprises supplemental infor-

mation.

27. The apparatus of claim 26 wherein said supple-

mental information comprises a type of business, a s

specialty, business hours, prices, an organizational

chart, a map, and a logo.

28. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said a plurality

of communication channels comprises an internet 10

communication channel, an on-line service provider

communication channel, a wireless communication

channel, a dedicated communication channel, and

an attendant communication channel, and a

speech recognition and synthesis system commu- is

nication channel.

29. The apparatus of claim 1 6 wherein said at least one
data source comprises a plurality of data servers,

and wherein said server processes said identifying 20

information in order to identify at least one of said

plurality of data servers as appropriate for search-

ing, and then searches said identified at least one
of said plurality of data servers using said identify-

ing information in order to retrieve directory infor- 25

mation relating to said individual when identifying

information is received by said server from the user

via one of said plurality of communication channels.

30. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said plurality of 30

data servers comprise a local directory server, a

plurality of on-line corporate servers, a local data-

base server, and a white pages server.

55
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FIG. 1

company name, logo, and specialty. The UDS can be
accessed via numerous communication channels

including the internet, on-line service providers, wire-

less devices, modem, dedicated access channels, voice

access via an attendant, and voice access via a speech
recognition and synthesis system.
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